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Introduction

This document describes the selection of the length W of the channel impulse response for low
chip rate TDD option. This method enables K midambles to carry out channel estimation over W
chips, providing KW=P, P being the length of the period mp (i.e. The basic midamble), which is
128 in low chip rate TDD option.

Conclusion

It's proposed to discuss and include the following text proposal into the clause 7.2.2.3  training
sequence of  TR25.928. 
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-----------------------------------changes to TR25.928  begin --------------------------------------------------------

[Description:]

The training sequences, i.e. Midambles, of different users active in the same slot are time shifted
versions of one single periodic basic code. Different cells use different periodic basic codes, i.e.
different midamble sets. In this way a joint channel estimation for the channel impulse responses
of all active users within one time slot can be done by one single cyclic correlation. The different
user specific channel impulse response estimates are obtained sequentially in time at the output
of the  correlator. Up to 16 midambles in one time slot are possible within the low chip rate TDD
option.



Steiner's method [1] is adopted by both low and high chip rate TDD to generate the different
midambles in the same time slot. In both low and high chip rate systems, W, the length of the
impulse response of the mobile radio channels, is an important parameter. There is only one
burst type for normal time slot in the low chip rate TDD option, and  the length of midambles is
different from the high chip rate option, so the selection of W needs to be defined seperately.

[Rational:]

Table  2:    Basic Midamble Codes
The midamble has a length of  Lm=144� which is corresponding to�

K=2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12, 14, 16� W= 





K

P
� P=128.

Note: that  x denotes the largest integer number less or equal to x.

Depending on the possible delay spread cells are configured to use midambles which are
generated from the Basic Midamble Codes (see table 2)

The cell configuration is broadcast on BCH.

-----------------------------------chasenges to TR25.928  end-----------------------------------------------------


